
Content Marketing Intern at Mobius

Mobius Materials (www.mobiusmaterials.com) is a recycling startup with the mission of creating
a circular economy for electronic components like microprocessors and capacitors. We are the
first marketplace for manufacturers to trade their excess raw materials (that were heading for the
landfill) and we want to produce some of the first content in the manufacturing industry on the
circular economy and reuse.

The role

This role will write blog posts and create a podcast on sustainable manufacturing. It’s going to be
a huge amount of responsibility and you will have the ability to fully shape a message about
recycling that is missing in the industry today.

We're a fast moving, scrappy startup team that cares about the environment. If the following
sounds like you, you will probably fit right in:

- Great communicator - You’d rather write a term paper than take an exam. And you love
explaining concepts to people.

- Problem solver - Nothing is more exciting to you than a tough problem. A hugely complex
international waste disaster? Bring it on.

- Creative doer - Did you need to go crazy DIYing your entire dorm room? With you, the
answer is yes.

- Recycling nut - You believe that we can solve our trash problem, it’s just a matter of some
better tech. Lovers of single use plastic straws, please do not apply :)

Technical Requirements
● In progress of 4 year college degree or gap year with 2+ years of college
● Strong academic performance and clear ability to learn quickly
● Record of initiative-taking and leadership in a work setting and/or extracurriculars
● Ability to communicate complex ideas – both verbally and in writing  in English

Responsibilities
● ~1 blog post per week on interesting topics in recycling and manufacturing
● Market research on the electronics industry, recycling and other topics
● A podcast where we interview manufacturers for their stories about how they improved their

waste impact

Perks
● Work with an awesome founding team
● Gain experience in marketing for a major or resume building
● Get the chance to make a difference in our electronics waste



Job Details

● Start Date: ASAP
● Location: SF or Remote
● 5 hour weekly commitment until May 2022
● Unpaid

How to apply

● Email your resume and a pitch for your first blog post to margaret@mobiusmaterials.com to
apply

mailto:margaret@mobiusmaterials.com

